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Figure 1: We present a method for rendering of glinty granular materials at multiple scales in virtual reality (VR). To showcase our method,
we render different types of sand under different skies in VR. (a) We enable the user to select parameters and procedurally generate different
sand material textures. (b) A closeup of the sand as it appears in our demo. Our method renders explicit sand grains and glints at close
distances. (c) Overview of the VR demo that sets the user in a desert environment with a workbench enabling control of relevant parts of the
scene. At greater distances, we transition to shading using a BRDF rather than explicit microscale geometry.

Abstract
Highly realistic rendering of grainy materials like sand is achievable given significant computational resources and a lot of
time for the rendering of each frame. In an interactive virtual environment, we cannot afford such luxuries. Frame rates must
be kept high and precomputation should be kept at a level that does not limit the interactivity. We propose a system for editable
procedural generation of sand appearance and demonstrate interactive virtual reality (VR) inspection of the generated sand
under different skies. Our method enables stable real-time rendering of the glinty appearance that granular materials exhibit
as a function of observer distance. This enables simultaneous nearby and distant inspection of the material.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Virtual reality;

1. Introduction

Real-time rendering of glinty granular materials is a challenge be-
cause their appearances vary greatly depending on the distance to
the observer. At a close distance, individual granules and their opti-
cal properties are discernible while the material exhibits an almost
uniform appearance when observed from afar. Glinty granular ma-
terials consist of specular granules that produce characteristic high-
lights, namely glints, observable only at certain distances. Often,
glints are replicated for real-time applications using a bidirectional
reflectance distribution function (BRDF) [CSDD20]. While an ap-
proach like this provides stable and convincing glints, it cannot be
used to visually represent the underlying granular structure of the
material. This is a shortcoming especially for virtual reality (VR)
applications, as the user is free to inspect the materials even at ex-

tremely close distances. Other approaches achieve real-time multi-
scale rendering of granular materials by transitioning from mesh-
based to point-based rendering of granules [MB20]. While render-
ing explicit geometry at close scale avoids the shortcomings of a
BRDF, it is unknown if such a method can be used to produce anti-
aliased glints in VR for granular materials. In this demonstrator,
our objective is multi-scale VR rendering of visually convincing
granular materials with editable appearance. We aim at stable glint
behavior and no aliasing issues.

2. Method

We procedurally generate sand textures and use multisampling,
mipmapping, and bloom effects to render glinty sand materials in
VR (Figure 1). Our demo enables users to generate sand textures
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Figure 2: Overview of our method. (a) We generate a texture of grains in layers (L1,L2, . . . ,LN ) from top (L1) to bottom (LN ) using thresholded
Worley [Wor96] noise. The threshold leaves space between the grains for the lower layers to fill. (b) When generating the layered noise, we
save information about sand grain normals, colors, and degree of specularity in textures. (c) As the distance to the observer increases, we
transition from Phong [Pho75] shading based on the generated textures to shading using a BRDF [Kaj22] and macroscopic surface normals.

to their liking using tileable, layered Worley [Wor96] noise (Fig-
ure 2a). Each layer uses its own random seed and is thresholded
to generate space between the sand grains. We draw layers from
top to bottom using a write mask so that lower layers only draw
into the gaps of higher layers. The result is a texture resembling
stacked sand grains. We get sand grain normals from the gradients
of the noise. During noise generation, colors are assigned to each
sand grain using a pseudo-random process, and the brightness of
the colors decreases for each layer we move down to model that
less light reaches the lower layers. Finally, each sand grain in the
upper layer is assigned a random intensity value used to define its
degree of specularity. Information about normals, colors, and spec-
ularity are saved in textures (Figure 2b). The user controls colors,
random seed, threshold level (sand grain roundness), and the num-
ber of layers N. Since the threshold affects the horizontal spacing
between grains, more layers are required for a higher threshold.

At short observer distances, we use the sand grain information
saved in textures in a simple Phong [Pho75] shading. The high-
lights of this shading produce the glints, and the textures are mul-
tisampled to avoid noisy highlights. Mipmapping is used to ensure
that textures are sampled appropriately for midrange observer dis-
tances. Without mipmapping, glints become smaller than a pixel
and aliasing occurs. However, the mipmapping process excessively
blurs the glints to a point where they are barely visible. To combat
this issue, highlights are multiplied by a large value dependent on
the observer distance and HDR and bloom effects are used to en-
hance the glints. At greater observer distances, glints are no longer
visible for real sand which appears uniform. To replicate this ob-
servation, we transition to using a BRDF and the macroscopic sur-
face normal at greater distances using a simple sigmoid function
(Figure 2c). We selected the sigmoid function parameters (shift and
scale), so that the change in sand appearance would resemble the
transition observed for real sand. We add macroscale details such
as sand ripples using normal textures applied to the macro normal.
This method does not ensure cohesion across scales. However, it is
assumed that from a perceptual point of view, physically accurate
cohesion is not essential for convincingly rendering the sand.

We rely on previous work [Kaj22] to include the microscale
shading properties of sand grains when shading at macroscale. In

this previous work, a suitable local macroscale shading model was
found for sand through comparison with path tracing while consid-
ering the importance of diffuse, specular, and transmissive shading
properties as well as direct and indirect lighting.

The VR demonstration of our method is made in Unity
(https://unity.com/) for Oculus Rift S (https://www.oculus.com/rift-
s/). The demo sets the user in a desert environment, and enables
the user to control aspects of the sand rendering in the environ-
ment, such as choosing between three different sand materials
and comparing the approach to simple Lambertian shading. The
user can also control the time and the speed of the day to ob-
serve the sand material under varying lighting conditions. Addi-
tionally, we present a Unity editor demo that lets the user edit
and procedurally generate sand textures to use for the sand ma-
terial. The two demos are available from our project repository
https://github.com/NynneKajs/glinty-granular-materials-vr.
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